D. B. Ellison Donation
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This donation was discovered in the archive on the 16th March 2018. Unfortunately, aside from the donor plates in the front of the books indicating a donation date of 1980, there is no further documentation to accompany the eleven items. However, from the inclusion of the book “An English-Kanuri sentence book”, there is a possibility this donation came from a relative of R. E. Ellison.

“Papers of Randall Erskine Ellison” are held at the Bodleian Library http://bit.ly/2OOnAiO
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- *Lete Alhajibe.* (?), Printed: Hull: A. Brown & Sons, Limited – no author or date of publication information.
- Northern Regional Government (1953), *Report on the Kano Disturbances: 16th, 17th, 18th and 19th May, 1953.* Nigeria: Government Printer (Includes map)
- NORLA (North Regional Literature Agency) (?), *Amina Sarauniyar Zazzau.* Zaria: NORLA – no date of publication information.